PMC’s IT Managed Services help Reiss improve
service levels and reduce the cost of delivery

RE I S S - CASE ST U DY

Since its creation by David Reiss in 1971, global fashion
retailer Reiss has established a design philosophy centred
on creating design-led menswear, womenswear and
accessories. With an upcompromising commitment to
delivering innovative and original products, Reiss fuses
exceptional design, quality and value.
PMC provides Reiss with flexible IT Managed Services to support the
Reiss store estate in the UK and internationally. The experienced PMC
IT team, dedicated to Reiss, ensures strong service governance and a
tailored service to meet Reiss’s business needs, delivering continuous
improvement to service levels whilst also reducing costs.
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Trust is everything; these guys know the retail environment
intimately. They have a great pool of talent in their UK and
India Offices which Reiss can call upon to cope with the
peaks of activity and project work.
They work as an ‘extension’ of my IT team, as one. We work
together to provide Reiss and our customers with the best
possible IT experience, maximizing uptime of systems and
minimising impact when we encounter challenges.
PMC are pro-active, continuously looking for areas of
improvement and working with my team on new ideas to
drive further efficiencies and innovation.
Ian James,
CIO at Reiss

Delivering Value to Reiss

Extensive Portfolio of IT Managed
Services

PMC serves as a one-stop-shop for IT Managed Services
to the Reiss store estate in the UK and internationally. The

The ongoing partnership between Reiss and Managed

PMC Service Desk team for Reiss provides a single point of

Service Provider, PMC, encompasses the provision of

contact and ownership for all IT issues and service requests,

Service Desk and Application Support, Operational

with a focus on reducing incident volumes and improving call

Monitoring and Hardware Support, alongside Database

response rates.

Management and IMAC Deployment Services to the Reiss
Retail estate. Additional services include Sample Sales,
Image Maintenance and Hot Swap service for store laptops,
iPads & RFID equipment.

The Service Desk team is trained to swiftly diagnose and
resolve problems. Any more complex issues and system
changes are handled by the PMC Application Support teams.

Close Partnership and Flexible
Services

Improved Service Levels and Scalability
By providing a multi-skilled IT team, PMC has improved

Essential to the success of the partnership with Reiss is

service levels and reduced the cost of delivery. PMC also

the rigorous PMC approach to Service Delivery and the

offers full IT scalability to quickly implement new technology

strong service governance. PMC Sales and Marketing

or deliver transformation, without impacting the service

Director, Simon Curtis, explains, “We work in close

provision.

partnership with Reiss, we are flexible and don’t take a
‘one size fits all’ approach to our services.

Reiss is a discerning, high-end fashion retailer, with exacting
requirements for the service provision from partners and

We work hard to adapt to their business requirements,

vendors. The PMC partnership is founded on the trust that

which has enabled the Reiss IT team to focus on new

has been created over time, through the achievement of

projects and future business strategy without being

performance KPIs and an ability to customise our services

distracted by the day-to-day business as usual services”.

according to specific requirements.
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